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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION

Sostenuto Pedal Attachments for Pianoforte Actions
I, Emile Brooks, a British subject of 22,

Kendal Street, London, W.2, do hereby de-
clare tlie inventioa, for which I pray that a
Patent may be granted to me, and die mea^hod
by which it is to he performed, to be pardcui-
larly descriTred in and by the following state-
ment:

—

The present invention concerns piano
actions of mechanisms of the bind comprising
a susteniito or third pedal which, when de-
pressed; actuates a' damjper checK ^Kul to re-
tain temporarily the dampers of actuated
keys, whilst The latter are hdd depressed, out
of cngagOTient with assockrted strings so that
a played chord, x>r a single note is sustained.
The object of the invention is to panovide

a simple and inexpensive anangement which
offers a minimum and negligible resistance to
the pJaying of the notes so that the sensitive
toudi of a player is not kn-pairtd.

According to the present invention there is
provided a piano acrioo or mechaniam of the
kind referred to wherein the stem of each
damper is fitced with a leaf spring or a blade
of springy material which is formed with a
slotted portion through which passes the stem
wire carrying the damper, the said slotted
portion being formed with a part adapted to
be engaged by the damper check rail when
the sustenmo pedal is acniated to hold che
damper out of contact with its strings, the
arrangement being such that when the check
rajil co-acts with the slotted portion of one or
more of the leaf springs of certain dampers,
the slotted portions of the springs of the other
dampers will pennit the stem wires of these
latter dampers to move free from contact with
the edges of the slots.

To enable the invention to be clearly
understood, a preferred embodiment thereof
wall now be described by way of example,
with reference to the accompanying drawings,
wherein :—

Figure 1 is a side elevation showing the
actufatmg mechanism of a hammer in light

[Prici

outline and the means provided by the inven-
tion in heavy outline, and

Figure 2 is a perspexrtive view showing one
damper held clear of its string and two
dampers funcdoning normally.

Referring to the drawings, the mechanism
for actuating each hanmer 1 is indicated
generaMy in light outline by the reference
numeral 2 and as this mechanism, is a well
loiown conventiomL lorm of mecfaam'sm it
will not be described m detail.
The means provided by the present inven-

tion, and which is indicated in heavier out-
line, oomiprises a thin strip 3 of springy metal
which is secured to the stem 4 of a damper 5.
This strip extends above the upper end 4a
of the stem 4 and merges into a laterally
directed cranked portion 6 which inclines
slightly upwardly and aiway from the up,per
end of the vertical part of the strip 3. This
cranked portion 6 is formed with a slot 7
through which freely passes, both lengthways
and sideways, the stem wire 8 which connects
the damper 5 with its stem 4 and the free end
of this cranked portion is formed with an up-
turned lip or flange 9 adapted to be engsised
by ihe vertical limb 10 of an angle secdon
damper check rail 11 when an associated key
la IS depressed and the sustenuto or diird
pedal is depressed to lower the damper check
rail 11 about a pivot 11a so that the limb
10 of the latter engages behind the hp or flange
9 of the or each of the springs 3 of the
dampers 5 associated with the keys played so
that the chord played by these keys will be
sustained.

Any suitable connection may be provided
between the damper check rail 11 and die
sustenuto or third pedal (not shown) and such
a connection is shown in the drawings as com- 85pnsmg a fulcrummed link 12 adapted to be
swung abouit its fulcrum 13 when said pedal
IS actuated, die said linlc 12 maikmg a pin
and slot connection 14 witii the lower end
of a rod 15 which is displaced vertically when 90
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the link 12 is swung to lower the damper
check rail 11 so that it will engage the lips 9
of the springs 3 of the isrtems 4 associated wkh
the dampers 5 of actuated hammers 1. Wlien
the sostenuto pedal is released, the damper
check rail 11 rises and allows the dampers 5
to move back into contact with the strings 16.
The slots 7 permit the damper seem wires

8, and therefore the dampers 5, to move
nonnally when the springs of these dampers
are not engaged by the check rail 11.
When a pianist strikes a droid of several

notes and whilst these xxc^ss are still depressed,
he lowers the sostemrtx) i>edal with his foot>
which brings down the raSl 11 aial traps those
springs 3 which now (have their 'flanges 9 in
contact wixh the inside face of the limb 10
of the rail He then plays Odier notes, and the
other sides of the flanges 9 of die springs of
the dampers of these oSier notes come in con-
tact with the front edge of the rail 11 sllowing
the stems 8 of these dampers to pass freely
backwards and forwards through the slots 7
in The springs, the slots providing ample clear-
ance for this purpose.
The blade springs 3 will pemiir the replay-

ing of a choid or note while they are still en-
gaged by the check rail 11 and offer little or
no rej-'isrance to the movement of associated
keys so that the sensitive toudi of a player
remains unimpaired.
WHAT I CLAIM IS :

—

1. A piano action or mechanism of the kind
referred to wherein the stem of each damper
is fitted with a leaf spring or a blade of
springy material which is formed with a slot-

ted portion through which passes the stem
wire caTr3^g the dan^per, the said slotted por-
tion being formed with a part adapted to be
ei^ged ^y the damper <±.eck rail when the
sostenuto pedal is actuaoed to hold the damper
out of contact with its strings^ the arrange-
ment being such that when the check rail co-
acts with the slotted portion of one or more
of the leaf springs of cercain dampers, the
slotted pordons .of the springs of the other
dampers weII permit the stem wires of these
latter dampers to move free from contact
with the edges of the slots.

2. A piano action or mechanism according
to Qaim 1, wherein each leaf spring or
springy blade comprises a part which is

secured to a damper stem and projects above
the end of the latter and is formed at its upper
end v/-ith a cranked portion formed with a slot

in which the damper stem wire can move
during normal functioning of the damper, die
outer end of said cranked portion being
formed with an upturned lip or flange which
can be en^ged by the damper check rail when
the latter is actuated by the sostenuto or third

pedal.

3, A piano action or mechanism of this kind
referred to constructed and arranged to func-
tion substantially as hereinbefore described
with reference to and a's illustrated 'by the
accompanying drawings.
KINGS PATENT AGENCY LIMITED,
By B. T. King, Director, A.I.Mech.E.,

Registered Patent Agent,
145a, Queen Victoria Street^ London, E.C4

Agents for the Applicant.
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I -j,p_ This drawing is a reproduction of
I SMtcT Original on a reduced scale.
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